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SUMMARY This new design uses a low power embedded controller (EC) in cooperation with the BIOS of a notebook (NB) computer, both to accomplish dynamic adjustment and to maintain a required performance level of the battery mode of the notebook. In order to extend the operation time at the battery mode, in general, the notebook computer will directly reduce the clock rate and then reduce the performance. This design can obtain the necessary balance of the performance and the power consumption by using both the EC and the BIOS cooperatively to implement the dynamic control of both the CPU and the GPU frequency to maintain the system performance at a sufficient level for a high speed and high resolution video game. In contrast, in order to maintain a certain notebook performance, in terms of battery life it will be necessary to make some trade-offs.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rise of the gaming notebook, computer developers focusing on business-oriented notebooks have paid special attention to the design of the gaming notebook. In particular, a gaming notebook is easy to carry, has a higher performance, significantly lessens the difference between common notebook computers and desktop computers, and has become the new darling of computer-related products. Figure 1 shows the total annual notebook computer shipments worldwide has been declining year by year. However, according to Fig. 2, the percentage of the annual shipments of gaming notebooks is increasing year by year. The market sharing shows that gaming notebooks have gradually become the user’s favorite [23], [24].

Faced with the low-cost Tablet PC competition, the common notebook portion of the global notebook market is gradually declining. The processor manufacturers have had a certain direct impact on the common notebook computer processor. As with the common notebook market recession, since the consumer market is mainly the result of the market sharing of the Tablet PC, in order to restore market demand PC manufacturers have turned their product design to gaming notebooks.

As the gaming notebook price is higher, but the market size is limited, and as the brand long-term business can dominate the market sharing, in the past, there were only a few brands that had a long-term period of business. But when the notebook market changed, the low-cost gaming notebook development, the competitive consumer market demands for electricity stability, and the high gross profit margins, encouraged brand manufacturers to develop their
gaming notebooks further [1].

Table 1 shows a specification comparison table of a common notebook, a low end gaming notebook, a high end gaming notebook, and our gaming notebook.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Common Notebook</th>
<th>Low end Gaming NB</th>
<th>High end Gaming NB</th>
<th>Our Gaming NB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance of AC mode</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance of battery mode</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power consumption</strong></td>
<td>Low (45–90W)</td>
<td>High (220W–300W)</td>
<td>High (330W−)</td>
<td>High (220W–330W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobility</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the common notebook market has gradually entered the mature stage, the gaming notebook market has gradually become a new sub-line. The video game, a cost-effective nature of the application, is the usual target because of its power consumption. Thus a higher performance is the major focus. A high performance is the most important feature of gaming notebooks, but in order to extend the battery life while in the battery mode, the designer will directly reduce the performance in order to reduce power consumption, so as to maintain a high-performance state, which can be a dilemma in the battery mode [2]–[5]. Other major laptop designers emphasize the performance that is not focused on the battery mode. Usually, the battery mode is also the design of the common notebook by reducing its performance to extend the battery life. Hence, our design is for the battery mode gaming notebook which can have both a higher performance and a longer battery life by balancing the clock rate both of the CPU and of the GPU [6]–[9]. The design, therefore, sacrifices some battery life exchange for a higher performance state [10], [11].

Other related design is the use of the Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) method to provide the dynamic adjustment CPU-GPU DVFS. Our design uses a simple detection of the battery condition, the system performance can be increased to maintain the performance of more than 30 FPS. Usually, the previous gaming notebook system performance will be reduced by more than 50% during the battery mode operation. Therefore this design adds an embedded processor and BIOS cooperation mechanism to dynamically enhance the system’s performance when the gaming notebook is operated in the battery mode.

2. **Hardware and Software Design of a Gaming Notebook**

The common notebook design focuses on three key areas: performance, power consumption, and thermal. When the common notebook is in the battery mode, in order to extend the battery life, the design will reduce the CPU and GPU clock frequency, so that the system operates at a low power state. This is because when the common notebook is considered in terms of mobility, as its battery life is long, the common notebook, therefore, can sacrifice the performance in exchange for a longer battery life.

The gaming notebook design considerations focus on performance and thermal, so the design considerations may sacrifice the battery life in exchange for better performance. This design, which is for high-performance notebooks, when in the battery mode, can also maintain the required video game frame quality.

Our design uses a low power embedded controller (EC) for this gaming notebook as shown in Fig. 3. The EC connects both to the south bridge, and to the BIOS, and controls the external devices [14]–[18].

As shown in Fig. 4, the EC will immediately detect the discharge “C” number of the battery, and then according to the level of the number of the discharge “C” number will inform the BIOS to control the clock rates of the CPU and the GPU to either increase or reduce the clock speed. In this design, the EC communicates with the BIOS via the low pin count bus (LPC) I/O Port: 0x62/0x66.

As the “Embedded Controller” and the “BIOS” in Fig. 4 are all firmware in the notebook architecture, we will put the “Embedded Controller” and “BIOS” in the Firmware design in Fig. 4.

Figure 3 is the architecture diagram of the entire notebook, which contains the CPU, PCH, BIOS, EC and other devices. Figure 4 shows the structure of the key part of this design, which is part of Fig. 3. The bi-directional arrow indicates the action that the EC/BIOS can read or write directly. The single-end arrow indicates that the EC/BIOS can only perform write operations.
As shown in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b), the Voltage Regulator Module (VRM) is a device that provides a suitable supply voltage for the microprocessor. It can be soldered directly to the motherboard or can be mounted by means of a module daughter card. As it can be adjusted to adjust the supply voltage, the same motherboard can be replaced with a different supply voltage processor.

Some voltage regulators only provide a fixed supply voltage to the processor. However, most voltage regulators can sense the voltage level demand from the processor.

How does the VRM supply the correct voltage to the processor? In principle, in the initial stage of the motherboard system, the VRM detects the VID (Voltage IDentifier) pin of the processor, the pin status, and the VID requirement according to the predefined check correspondence table. The voltage value first adjusts the voltage to the voltage level required by the processor, and then supplies the voltage power to the processor. As a result, the VRM has the same role as the general voltage regulator, that is, it continues to supply power to the processor.

The VRM and the VID are currently modular hardware firmware. This paper uses the VRM and the VID modules directly, and there are no other hardware circuit designs.

Figure 6 shows the CPU and GPU frequency state transition diagram. The EC and BIOS cooperation mechanism will dynamically adjust the CPU and GPU frequency. The start conditions for the detection of the discharge “C” number. EC will confirm the discharge “C” number and decide whether to send a different event to the BIOS.

The term, “C number” is the same as the term, “C rating”, except that this paper uses the term, “C number” instead of the term, “C rating” because some computer industries use the term, “C number” to indicate the term, “C rating”.

The “C number” is the same as the “discharge C number”. We will categorize the paper with the proper noun as
the “discharge C number”.

When the “discharge C number” is large, as it represents the current state of the system in a high-power state of discharge, the battery body will have a hardware protection mechanism, and this protection mechanism will allow the notebook to perform the shutdown action to avoid any high power consumption. This protection mechanism affects the battery body and affects the service life of the battery itself.

The “discharge C number” is 1C, which means not only that the current system power consumption is not too high, but also that it is in a normal discharge state, which has no effect on the battery or the notebook computer.

From the perspective of the notebook computer, by using the “discharge C number” change, we can know the power consumption status of the current notebook computer. We can control the application system according to the high or low power consumption of the system. For example: The design method of the paper dynamically adjusts the frequency of the CPU or GPU so that the value of the “discharge C number” is not large. In this way we can avoid triggering the hardware protection mechanism of the battery.

Figure 7 shows a conceptual diagram of “the CPU and the GPU are down”. When the discharge is over 1.5C, we will reduce the CPU and GPU frequency down, so that the power consumption of the whole system can be alleviated, to avoid the excessive discharge C number triggering the hardware protection mechanism of the battery.

Figure 8 shows the flowchart of the controlling of both the CPU and the GPU clock frequency control by using the EC and BIOS method. When the EC detects that the battery discharge “C” number is less than “1.5C”, it issues an “event number” to inform the BIOS to increase the clock frequency action of either the CPU or the GPU. This design can dynamically adjust the clock frequency of the CPU and the GPU in order to save power consumption to achieve the purpose of balance when the CPU is lower than the highest level of the GPU. On the contrary, when the CPU is higher than the GPU, then the CPU is lowered. When the EC detects that the battery discharge “C” number is greater than “1.5C”, it then issues another “event number” to notify the BIOS to carry out either the proper CPU or GPU down-frequency action.

The EC will detect the battery status by polling 100ms. If you need to adjust the CPU/GPU frequency, it will immediately issue an interrupt command to the BIOS.

The frequency change between the CPU and the GPU is adjusted in a level manner. For example: if the CPU frequency range is 0.8GHz-3.2GHz, we divide this range into 12 levels. Each level is increased or decreased by 0.2GHz.
The following pseudo-code represents the sensing of the discharge “C” number and the control of the CPU/GPU cooperation by redesigning the EC/BIOS firmware program.

```c
EC side:
Set Threshold = 1.5C;
while (Check_Enable == TRUE )
{
  GetADCSatus(Battery_CNumber);  // Get battery: C-number value
}
void GetADCSatus(Battery_CNumber);
if (Battery_CNumber > Threshold ) // Check over Threshold(1.5C)?
{
  SendEventToBIOS(Over_CNumber);  // Send event-1 to BIOS
}
else
{
  SendEventToBIOS(NonOver_CNumber);  // Send event-2 to BIOS
}

BIOS:
while (Check_Enable == TRUE )
{
  GetEEvent( status );  // Receive EC event

  void GetEEvent (status )
  {
    if (status == Over_CNumber)  // Check event-1 or event-2?
      SetCPUFreq( Down );  // For event-1
      SetGPUFreq( Down );
    else
      for (event-2 )
        Check_CPUbuffer();  // Check CPU buffer size
        Check_GPUbuffer();  // Check GPU buffer size
      if (NeedGraphics == TRUE )
        if (need graphic, then CPUDown and GPUUp).
        SetCPUFreq( Down );  // Set CPU frequency to down.
        SetGPUFreq( Up );  // Set GPU frequency to up.
    else
      if (not need graphic, then CPUUp and GPUDown).
      SetCPUFreq( Up );  // Set CPU frequency to up.
      SetGPUFreq( Down );  // Set GPU frequency to down.
  }
}
```

The main modules consist of four parts: EC, BIOS, CPU, and GPU modules. To enhance the efficiency, the EC firmware program uses assembly language. The BIOS firmware program uses C language. The speed of the interrupt mode is calculated in “ns” units. The notification from the EC to the BIOS to complete the entire frequency range of the whole operation time takes only about less than 1ms to complete, because the EC uses its interrupt function to inform the BIOS to complete the ups and downs of the clock frequency. This notification will not result in any frame lag phenomenon during a high resolution video game.

The power consumption of the low power EC is about 2-3mW, which is very small in comparison with the total power consumption of the whole system.

The cooperation mechanism between the BIOS and the EC can balance the system power consumption and the system performance between the CPU and the GPU. The EC is responsible for detecting the system power consumption and the battery discharge “C” number. The BIOS is responsible for balancing the performance both of the CPU and of the GPU.

The response time of the EC detection is about 5 ms. The issue time from an interrupt signal of the EC to the BIOS is about 1 ns. And then as the BIOS takes 1-2 ms to dynamically adjust the performance of the CPU and the GPU, the overall dynamic adjustment operation takes about 6-7 ms to complete a cycle.

This design uses the EC to detect the operation condition of the gaming notebook and then to notify the BIOS to perform interrupt instructions to balance and to adjust the performance of the CPU and the GPU. To maintain an sufficient performance of the GPU for high resolution image processing performance, this design provides an easier way to achieve the balance between the system power consumption and the system performance of both the CPU and the GPU [19]–[22].

These control actions will be based on the battery discharge “C” number issuance at any time; the main purpose is to set the system discharge limit at “1.5C”. The definition of the discharge standard is “1.5C” which depends on the battery itself. The maximum discharge “C” number is used to make any adjustment. Of course, different batteries may set a different discharge “C” number. Each discharge “C” number and the capacity of the battery have a close relationship. This relationship can be used to estimate the charging time, the discharge time and the discharge capacity. For example: a 3S 2200mAh lithium polymer battery, its 1 “C” is 2.2A. We first apply the formula 2200mAh/1000 = 2.2Ah, and then remove the “h” to obtain 2.2A. 2 “C” = 2 x 2.2A = 4.4A.

Figure 9 shows the dynamic adjustment of the CPU and the GPU power consumption. If the system’s power buffer is fixed, this design uses complementary adjustments both of the CPU and of the GPU power consumption. When the CPU power consumption decreases, as the power buffer will be moved to the GPU, then the GPU can increase the power consumption. Conversely, when the GPU power consumption decreases, the CPU can increase the power consumption. By utilizing this way, the system can control the total power consumption of the system, and then this design will automatically adjust the performance to reach a preset level.

Due to the special physiological factor of the human eye, if the video frame is updated at a rate higher than about 10-12 FPS, a video frame can be interpreted by human eyes.
to be a continuous video. This phenomenon is called visual persistence. But, for shooting video games or racing video games, if the frame update rate is less than 30 FPS, then this video game will appear to be discontinuous, which is commonly known as frame lag phenomenon. This phenomenon is called visual persistence.

When the operation conditions are met, the CPU and the GPU performance drop will have a certain limit, because this design must maintain a certain level of performance, so the minimum limit of the CPU and the GPU performance will not be further reduced.

This design can maintain 30 FPS for the 4K video game as a benchmark. The CPU and the GPU need to adjust the discharge “C” number of settings in advance in order to maintain 30 FPS which is required for conducting experiments. As this design presets the value of the discharge “C” number, the range discharge “C” number can be determined after the start of the dynamically adjust mechanism, which can be used in a follow-up to make some minor adjustments.

Because the battery mode of the previous designs limits the battery discharge “C” number, the battery mode has only half of the performance which may result in the frame lag phenomenon. As this design eliminates the limitation of the battery discharge “C” number in the battery mode, this design can enhance the performance like that of the AC mode. Therefore, this design must detect the battery discharge “C” number. When the battery discharge “C” number is too large, this design will provide the battery protection. Overall, the EC detection and the BIOS control can dynamically adjust the system performance and the power consumption, and then provide the enough performance for the high resolution image processing and achieve the required balance.

This design uses the battery discharge “C” number as a monitoring target because the discharge “C” number is commonly used for the gaming notebook battery. The low-power embedded controller (EC) monitors the discharge “C” number in the gaming notebook battery which allows the system to maximize the performance of the gaming notebook battery mode.

The dynamic adjustment of the CPU/GPU implementation is found in many papers, but this paper uses a low-power EC to dynamically adjust the CPU/GPU which is an easier software control design than other designs, so that the gaming notebook can maintain a high performance in battery mode.

The idea of this design is simple and fast. This design does not require any complicated circuit and algorithm. This design uses the existing hardware architecture directly and serves as the new hardware architecture controlled by the redesign EC/BIOS firmware program.

Without using excessively complicated hardware circuits, the monitoring of the discharge “C” number can be used to sense the status of the gaming notebook in the battery mode, and then the redesign firmware can be used to control the CPU/GPU cooperation which is both easier and faster than other designs to achieve the necessary performance adjustment in the battery mode.

3. Experiment Results

Tables 2-5 shows the specifications for our gaming notebook, common notebook, other low end gaming notebook, and other high end gaming notebook.

As shown in Tables 2-5, we have tested four kinds of the gaming notebooks with three games: GTA5, TR2013, and BioShock which are as shown in Fig. 10. During the game test, we have recorded the experimental data and

![Fig. 10 The three test games.](image-url)
shown them in Figs. 11-22. Some of the experimental data are averaged.

Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the measurement of the CPU and the GPU clock frequency change. Figure 10 shows the measurement of four different notebook CPU clock frequency changes. To save power consumption in the battery mode, the common notebook design will decrease the CPU clock frequency directly, so the CPU will remain at a low speed. Other notebook designs, although they do not directly decrease the CPU clock frequency to a low speed, will still limit the CPU clock frequency.

Based on the maximum discharge “C” number of the specific system, this design will increase the CPU clock frequency to meet the limit of the power consumption from the maximum discharge “C” number, so that the average CPU clock frequency of this design is higher than the other designs in order to maintain a sufficient performance without any frame lag phenomenon.

Figure 12 shows a measurement of four different notebook GPU clock frequency variations which are the result of the operation shown in Fig. 10, the CPU operation measurement; this design model presents a high performance when used in a high speed and a high resolution video game.

From the measurement, when this design controls the CPU clock frequency at 1600MHz-2200MHz, the other designs, which may stay at 1300MHz-1500MHz or 800MHz-1200MHz, is not a sufficient performance. In addition, when this design controls the GPU clock frequency at the 800MHz-1100MHz, the other designs, which may stay at the 400MHz-750MHz and 200MHz-300MHz, may have a frame lag phenomenon when running a high resolution video game.

This system is based on the CPU and GPU power buffer to dynamically adjust the clock frequency. If the CPU power consumption reduces, the total power buffer will increase and then transfer more power to the GPU, by which the GPU clock frequency will be increased. On the contrary, if the GPU power consumption reduces, the total power buffer will increase and then transfer more power to the CPU, by which the CPU clock frequency will be increased. In this design, after several measurements and fine tuning have been carried out, the total buffer is determined by whether or not it exceeds “1.5C”.

The four designs, i.e., the common notebook, this gaming notebook, the low end gaming notebook, and the high end gaming notebook are tested by utilizing the 3D game separately. All four designs are all recorded in the FPS and are shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively. In the process of running the game, a FPS of less than 30 is likely to cause a frame lag phenomenon. From the data in Figs. 13, 14, 15 and 16, as the performance of the common notebook is almost all lower than 20 FPS, the frame lag phenomenon is very serious. The frame lag phenomenon percentage of the total running time is about 50%-60%. In the other gaming notebook in the course of the game there are some parts of less than 30 FPS, with a frame lag phenomenon percentage of about 10%-15%. This design of the gaming notebook is shown in Fig. 13, which maintains more than 30 FPS, with a frame lag phenomenon percentage of 0%.

From our experimental measurements, this design, with an automatically dynamic adjustment of the CPU and the GPU clock frequency, can maintain a sufficient performance in the course of a high resolution video game at 30 FPS. Our experimental measurement shows that there is no game frame lag phenomenon. In contrast to the common notebook, many time points have occurred in the case of the frame lag phenomenon, which is less than 30 FPS.

Figure 17 and Fig. 18 shows the measurement of the power consumption of the CPU and the GPU. The measurements show the CPU clock frequencies are changing but not
very much in comparison with the GPU. The main purpose of this design is to allow the GPU to have a greater changing space to meet the needs of a high resolution video game, which is shown as Fig. 17, the power consumption of the GPU.

Figure 19 shows the range of power consumption for the CPU and the GPU in this system. When the CPU power consumption is at 24W-26W, the corresponding GPU power consumption will be about 110W-97W with the normal complementary variation. Conversely, when the CPU power consumption rose to 27W-30W, the GPU power consumption will be reduced to 92W-85W. This design provides the balance adjustment action of the power consumption according to the maximum discharge “C” number of the battery.

The discharge “C” number in Fig. 19 is the variable discharge “C” number which is not the fixed threshold setting of the discharge “C” number.

Figure 20 shows four measurements of the total power consumption of the CPU and the GPU among the four gaming notebook designs.

Figure 21 shows another experiment which was run 10 times to record the measurement curves of the battery life of four designs. The curve of this design in Fig. 19 shows that the improved performance may sometimes sacrifice the battery life. But, in comparison with high end gaming note-
books, this design provides a sufficient performance for a high resolution video game with a lesser power consumption due to the automatically dynamic adjustment of both the CPU and the GPU clock frequency.

Figure 22 shows the 3DMark score of different designs. The common design was dropped from 13500 to 14000 because it was directly down-converted in a battery mode. This design with the battery mode runs at the score of from 17500 to 18000 which provide a sufficient performance for a high resolution video game. Therefore, within the limits of the number of battery discharges, this design dynamically adjusts both the CPU and the GPU clock frequency so that the high speed and high resolution display can maintain almost same performance as the AC mode of the gaming notebook.

Table 6 shows the comparison table of the four designs. This design emphasizes a balance of both the performance and the power consumption. To maintain a sufficient level, this design may consume certain power and thus needs to sacrifice some battery life. However this design still saves some power consumption in comparison with a high end gaming notebook. Based on the maximum battery discharge "C" number, this design automatically dynamically adjusts both the CPU and the GPU clock frequency and maintains a sufficient level of the performance which is better than that of a low end notebook.
When this design is tested by utilizing 3D games, it obtains a frame lag percentage of 0% in comparison with a 50-60% frame lag percentage of a common notebook and a 10-15% frame lag percentage of a low end notebook. Although a high end gaming notebook can also have a frame lag percentage of 0%, as it consumes more power, it has a short battery life in comparison with our design.

This design cost is high, but it is lower than that of the high end gaming notebook. The main cost difference is the need for an AC adapter and a battery.

For the “Frame Lag Percentage” and “Average Battery Life” two data, with the relative comparison of an indicator can be more clearly seen in the difference between the four different designs. Equation (1) and Eq. (2) show the relative comparison index of the “Frame Lag Percentage” of the different designs:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \text{ and B has the following relative comparison index of the Frame Lag Percentage: } & \frac{15}{60} \times 100\% = 25\% \\
A \text{ and D has the following relative comparison index of the Frame Lag Percentage: } & \frac{0}{60} \times 100\% = 0\% 
\end{align*}
\]

Since this new design has the smaller relative comparison index value of the Frame Lag Percentage, this new design is better for a gaming notebook design.

Equation (3) and Eq. (4) show the “Average Battery Life” of different designs:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \text{ and C have the relative comparison of the indicator of the Average Battery Life: } & \frac{105}{361} \times 100\% = 29\% \\
A \text{ and D have the relative comparison of the indicator of the Average Battery Life: } & \frac{132}{361} \times 100\% = 36.5\% 
\end{align*}
\]

Since this new design has the larger relative comparison of the indicator value of the Average Battery Life, this new design has a longer battery recharge cycle in the gaming notebook design.

To compare the four gaming notebooks, we use three games: GTA5, TR2013, and BioShock. We use the 200 seconds image length to record “the Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage” and “the Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage”. Every 10 seconds a statistical time interval unit, measures “the Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage” and “the Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage” of the game images of 200 seconds. For 20 statistical time interval units, there are 20 samples. Each sample contains 10 seconds of the game image Frame Lag. Table 7 shows the 200-second images calculation of the game for the “the
Table 7  A comparison table for the Frame Lag Percentage of the four designs of the gaming notebooks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GTA5</th>
<th>TR2013</th>
<th>BioShock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage (Common notebook)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage (Common notebook)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.4484</td>
<td>0.4475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage (Other low-end gaming notebook)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage (Other low-end gaming notebook)</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.3515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage (Other high-end gaming notebook)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage (Other high-end gaming notebook)</td>
<td>0.1295</td>
<td>0.1275</td>
<td>0.1275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage (Our gaming notebook)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage (Our gaming notebook)</td>
<td>0.1625</td>
<td>0.1625</td>
<td>0.1625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage” and “the Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage”.

Equation (5) shows “the Mean of the Frame Lag Percentage”.

\[ \bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i, (N = 20) \]  

Equation (6) shows “the Standard Deviation of the Frame Lag Percentage”.

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})^2}, (N = 20) \]  

Figure 23  The FPS with a 1.2C of our gaming notebook design.

In the battery mode, the power consumption of the gaming notebook can be monitored and judged by the discharge “C” number which represents the ratio of the power consumption.

In the second chapter of this paper, we explain the meaning of the discharge “C” number and how to monitor the amount of the current that the battery is discharging. This discharge “C” number can also be used as an indicator of the gaming notebook power consumption in the battery mode.

To dynamically adjust and control the CPU/GPU frequency, this design uses an existing gaming notebook motherboard via the new EC/Bios cooperation program. There is no need for extra complicated hardware chips or algorithms. What we are pursuing is simply to quickly achieve the goal by using the new EC/Bios cooperation program.

We tested a total of four parameters from 1.2C to 1.5C as shown in Fig. 23, Fig. 24, Fig. 25 and Fig. 14 respectively. We found that 1.5C works best with respect to the frame lag of the video performance of the gaming notebook.

The 1.5C threshold is not calculated by a set of formulas. The 1.5C threshold designed in this paper is the resulting data of 1.5C which is much better after conducting many experiments. Depending on the battery capacity or the cell, this 1.5C may need to be fine-tuned, but we don’t think this change will take place often. We will implement the fine tuning from between 1.2C and 1.6C. As the results show that the 1.5C setting can give better results, this paper will include 1.5C as the normative threshold.

Figures 11-25 of this paper refers to the average of three games, not the result of a single game. The test process in the game is to automatically run the game in demo mode,
to record all data after running Demo mode, and finally to count the average of the three games.

The relevant settings in the game are compared to the default settings of the game itself. We did not specifically adjust the game.

Table 8 shows the comparison table of less than 30 FPS from 1.2C to 1.5C design. The number in the bottom row of Table 8 is “The number of frame lags”.

Through experiments, we recorded the results of the discharge C number of 1.2C, 1.3C, 1.4C, 1.5C, and finally found that the “Threshold” set to 1.5C is the best performance. Therefore, the “Threshold” of this paper is set to 1.5C.

Table 9 shows the power consumption of the major modules of a typical gaming notebook. This design mainly emphasizes the power consumption of the CPU and the GPU. Although the complete system is not only the CPU and the GPU, but also the power consumption of other devices, the CPU and the GPU have already occupied about all of the overall available power according to the power consumption ratio. The CPU and the GPU consume 80-82%, so our design is focused on the CPU and the GPU control.

We have measured the battery life of four different types of notebooks with respect to the performance and then provided a comparison to verify our design. This design has a better battery life and performance as shown in Fig. 26.

### 4. Related Works

Many GPUs have recently been used to accelerate the processing speed of the graphic data, and their applications provide simpler programmability and increased versatil-
ity while simultaneously maintaining great memory bandwidth and computing power. Most of these applications use the CPU as a decision controller when the GPU runs computation-intensive tasks. This CPU-control-GPU computing mode wastes a lot of CPU power.

There are many different approaches to the study of CPU/GPU balance adjustments. Some research labs use compiler optimization methods for general CPUs [25], MPI [26], [27] to improve performance, and SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) extended instructions for multiple data processing [28]. There are also some developments based on CuHMMer HMMER, which can increase the thread speed up by 13 to 45 times [29].

5. Conclusion

To balance the performance and the power consumption of the gaming notebook when used in the battery mode, we propose a new approach by using an EC with the BIOS with each other to control the CPU and GPU clock frequency. As long as the maximum discharge “C” number remains within a reasonable range in the battery mode of the gaming notebook, a high resolution video game still can be maintained at 30 FPS, so that users will not be affected by the frame lag phenomenon. Based on the experimental data, this design, with the dynamic adjustment both of the CPU and of the GPU clock frequency, is feasible, and will show a significantly better performance improvement than that of the common notebook when used in the battery mode. In comparison with the high end gaming notebook, this gaming notebook design has a better battery life with the same frame lag percentage which is 0%. This design can provide users a sufficiently high speed and high resolution video game, such as the “4K” video game.

Based on the maximum discharge “C” number, this design provides the necessary flexibility to dynamically adjust the CPU and the GPU clock frequency and then subsequently provide a complementary balance of the power consumption of the gaming notebook when used in the battery mode. By using this design, the battery life can be extended by about 27 minutes in comparison with that of a high end gaming notebook. For the gaming notebook market, this design can provide a “4K” video game with an around 0% frame lag percentage and a longer operation time in the battery mode. The purpose of achieving this quick control design is mainly because only the cooperation of the EC/BIOS can allow the gaming notebook to maintain a high performance in the battery mode, without the need for complicated hardware circuits or complicated algorithms. Instead, simple and flexible realization is the main purpose of this design. This design focuses the communication mechanism of the firmware program to control the EC/BIOS.

The purpose of this paper compares the four different systems, and as such, our comparison emphasizes the advantages of this specific design. Our design has advantages over other notebooks on the market today. Our design can maintain an excellent performance when in battery mode, which is not a design found in general notebook computers.
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